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1. Introduction
During six weeks in late 1937, Wesley Mitchell, Arthur Burns, and their
colleagues at the National Bureau of Economic Research developed a list
of leading, coincident, and lagging indicators of economic activity in the
United States as part of the NBER research program on business cycles.
Since their development, these indicators, in particular the leading and
coincident indexes constructed from these indicators, have played an
important role in summarizing and forecasting the state of macroeconomic activity.
This paper reports the results of a project to revise the indexes of
leading and coincident economic indicators using the tools of modern
time series econometrics. This project addresses three central questions.
The first is conceptual: is it possible to develop a formal probability
model that gives rise to the indexes of leading and coincident variables?
Such a model would provide a concrete mathematical framework within
which alternative variables and indexes could be evaluated. Second,
given this conceptual framework, what are the best variables to use as
components of the leading index? Third, given these variables, what is
the best way to combine them to produce useful and reliable indexes?
The results of this project are three experimental monthly indexes: an
index of coincident economic indicators (CEI), an index of leading eco-
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nomic indicators (LEI), and a Recession Index. The experimental CEI
closely tracks the coincident index currently produced by the Department of Commerce (DOC), although the methodology used to produce
the two series differs substantially. The growth of the experimental CEI
is also highly correlated with the growth of real GNP at business cycle
frequencies. The proposed LEI is a forecast of the growth of the proposed CEI over the next six months constructed using a set of leading
variables or indicators. The Recession Index, a new series, is the probability that the economy will be in a recession six months hence, given data
available through the month of its construction.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a discussion of
the indexes and a framework for their interpretation. Section 3 presents
the experimental indexes, discusses their construction, and examines
their within-sample performance. In Section 4, the indexes are considered from the perspective of macroeconomic theory, focusing in particular on several salient series that are not included in the proposed leading
index. Section 5 concludes.

2. MakingSenseof theCoincident
andLeadingIndexes
2.1 THECOINCIDENTINDEX
The coincident and leading economic indexes have been widely followed in business and government for decades, yet have received surprisingly little attention from academic economists.1 We suggest that one
important reason for this neglect is that it is unclear what the existing
CEI and LEI measure. That is, with what are the coincident indicators
coincident? What do the leading indicators lead? Burns and Mitchell's
(1938, 1946) answer was that the coincident indicators are coincident
with the "reference cycle," that is, with the broad-based swings in economic activity known as the business cycle. This definition has intuitive
appeal but, as Burns and Mitchell (1946, p. 76) recognized, lacks precise
mathematical content. It is therefore unclear what conclusions one
should draw from swings in the index.
To clarify the issues concerning the reference cycle, it is useful to
consider how one might construct a monthly coincident index were real
GNP data available accurately on a monthly basis. Would it be appropriate simply to let swings in GNP definethe reference cycle? The "business
1. Exceptionsinclude Auerbach (1982), Diebold and Rudebusch(1987), Hymans (1973),
Kling(1987),Kochand Raasche(1988),the papersin Moore(1983),Neftci (1982),Stekler
and Schepsman (1973), Vaccaraand Zarnowitz (1978), Wecker(1979), Zarnowitzand
Moore (1982),and Zellner,Hong, and Gulati(1987).One of Koopmans'(1947)criticisms
of Burns and Mitchell (1946)is their lack of a formalstatisticalframeworkin which to
interprettheir results.
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cycle"commonly refers to co-movements in differentforms of economic
activity, not just fluctuations in GNP; see Lucas (1977) for a discussion of
this point. This suggests taking as primitive Bums and Mitchell's (1946,
p. 3) definition that a business cycle "consists of expansions occurring at
about the same time in many economic activities, followed by similarly
general recessions, contractions, and revivals. .. ." If so, it would be
incorrect to define a recession solely in terms of monthly GNP. For
example, suppose that a drought dramatically reduces agricultural output but that output in other sectors remains stable, so that aggregate
unemployment remains steady. This scenario does not fit Burns and
Mitchell's definition of a recession even if the decline in GNP is sustained. Rather, the reference cycle reflects co-movements in a broad
range of macroeconomic aggregates such as output, employment, and
sales.
The model adopted in this research formalizes the idea that the reference cycle is best measured by looking at co-movements across several
aggregate time series. The experimental CEI is an estimate of the value
of a single unobserved variable, "the state of the economy," denoted by
Ct. This unobserved variable is defined by assuming that the comovements of observed coincident time series at all leads and lags arise
solely from movements in Ct. Of course, any particular coincident series,
such as industrial production, might move in ways that are not associated with this unobserved variable. Thus each roughly coincident series
is thought of as having a component attributable to the single unobserved variable, plus a unique (or "idiosyncratic") component. Each idiosyncratic component is assumed to be uncorrelated with the other idiosyncratic components and with the unobserved common "state of the
economy" at all leads and lags.
Technically, this amounts to specifying an "unobserved single index"
or "dynamic factor" model for the coincident variables of the type considered by, for example, Geweke (1977), Sargent and Sims (1977), and Engle
and Watson (1981). The major features of the model and estimation
procedure are summarized here, and the details are given in Stock and
Watson (1988a). Let Xt denote an n x 1 vector of the logarithms of
macroeconomic variables that are hypothesized to move contemporaneously with overall economic conditions. In the single-index model, Xt
consists of two stochastic components: the common unobserved scalar
variable, or "index," Ct, and an n-dimensional component, ut, that represents idiosyncratic movements in the series and measurement error.
Both the unobserved index and the idiosyncratic component are modeled as having linear stochastic structures. Looking ahead to the empirical results, the coincident variables used in the analysis appear to be
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integrated but not cointegrated, so that model is specified in terms of AXt
and ACt.2This suggests the formulation:
AX, = p + y(L)AC, + u, (1)
D(L)u = et (2)
O(L)ACt= 5 + tt,

(3)

where L denotes the lag operator, and +(L), y(L) and D(L) are respectively scalar, vector, and matrix lag polynomials.
The main identifying assumption expresses the core notion of the
dynamic factor model that the co-movements of the multiple time series
arise from the single source ACt. This is made precise by assuming that
, , ACt)are mutually uncorrelated at all leads and lags, which
(ut, u.,.
is achieved by making D(L) diagonal and the n + 1 disturbances
(Et, . . .,Ent, rt) mutually and serially uncorrelated. In addition, ACtis
assumed to enter at least one of the variables in (1) only contemporaneously. The system is estimated by maximum likelihood using the
Kalman filter. The proposed CEI is computed as the minimum mean
square error linear estimate of this single common factor, C,tt, produced
by applying the Kalman filter to the estimated system. Thus C,ttis a linear
combination of current and past logarithms of the coincident variables.
It is tempting to interpret the single index specification as implying that
there is a single causal source of common variation (or shock) among the
real variables Xt (theoretical models can be developed in which this is the
case; see Altug (1984) or Sargent and Sims (1977) for discussions). But one
ought not read too much into the factor formulation. With three serially
uncorrelated variables (the time series analog of a factor model of crosssectional variables), the model lacks empirical content: Its parameters are
exactly identified, so the various shocks that comprise the errors can
always be recast in a single index form, and the factor merely summarizes
the covariance among the three series. When there are more than three
observable series or when the variables are serially correlated, the dynamic factor model is overidentified. Imposing y(L) = yo(as is done below
for all but one of the coincident variables) further restricts the impulse
2. As an empirical matter, many macroeconomic time series are well characterized as
containing stochastic trends; see, for example, Nelson and Plosser (1982). Were these
stochastic trends to enter only through C, then Xt would contain a single common
stochastic trend. Thus X, would be cointegrated of order n-1 as defined by Engle and
Granger (1987). For the coincident series considered here, however, this appears not to
be the case: the hypothesis that the coincident series individually contain a stochastic
trend cannot be rejected, but neither can the hypothesis that there is no cointegration
among these variables.
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response from Tt to AXt to be proportional across the observable series.
One interpretation of these restrictions is that there are multiple sources
of economic fluctuations, but that they have proportional dynamic effects
on the real variables. That is, the combination of shocks that induce business cycles might vary from one cycle to the next, but to a statistically
good approximation, the relative movements of the components of AXtin
response to these shocks is the same.3
2.2 THELEADINGINDEX
Given this definition of the CEI, the next question is how to construct a
leading index. The proposed LEI is the estimate of the growth of this
unobserved factor over the next six months, computed using a set of
leading variables; in the notation of (1)-(3), this is Ct+6[t-Ctlt. This represents a conceptual break with the existing DOC leading index. The objective of the historical NBER approach was to produce a series in levels, with
turning points that preceded the reference cycle by several months. Thus
the original NBER and the current DOC leading indexes can be thought of
as forecasts of the level of the CEI several months hence. To the extent that
one is interested in the relative growth rather than the absolute level of
economic activity, however, it is more useful to forecast the growth of Ct.
Forecasts of growth and future levels are, of course, closely linked: beand the CEI is Ctlt,the sum of the CI and the LEI
cause the LEIis Ct+61t-CtCt,
is Ct+61,twhich is a forecast of the (log) level of the CEI six months hence.
The LEI is constructed by modeling the leading variables (Yt) and the
unobserved state of the economy (Ct) as a vector autoregressive system
with two modifications. First, the formulation recognizes Ct is unobserved. Second, the number of parameters to be estimated has been
reduced by eliminating higher lags of the variables in all equations of the
system except the equation for the coincident variable. The specific
model estimated is the reduced form simultaneous equation system,
ACt = ,-c + Acc(L)ACt-1 + Acy(L)Yt_1 + vct (4)
Yt = Ly + Ayc(L)ACt-1 +AYY(L)Yt-1+ VYt, (5)

where (vct, vyt) are serially uncorrelated error terms. The orders of the lag
polynomials Acc(L),Acy(L),Ayc(L),and Ay(L) were determined empirically
using statistical criteria; the details are discussed in the next section. The
leading variables Yt were transformed as necessary to appear stationary.
3. More than one factoris typically used to fit models containingboth real and nominal
variables.Forexample, Singleton (1980)finds that two factorsare necessaryin a system
containingyields on three-month,six-month,one-year,and five-yeargovernmentsecurities, the unemploymentrate, and manufacturers'shipments.
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The parameters of the coincident and leading models are estimated in
two steps. In the first step, the parameters of the coincident model (1)(3) are estimated by maximum likelihood, where the Kalman filter is
used to evaluate the likelihood function. In the second step, the leading
model is estimated conditional on the estimated parameters of the coincident model. Technically, (1), (2), (4), and (5) are combined to form a state
space model, with ACt and its lags being unobserved elements of the
state vector. The parameters of (4) and (5) are then estimated by maximum likelihood (using the EM algorithm), conditional on the estimates
of the parameters of (1) and (2). A desirable consequence of this two-step
procedure is that the coincident index (Ctlt), constructed as a weighted
average of AXt using (1)-(3), is consistent with the implicit definition of
Ctin the full model (1), (2), (4), and (5). The main benefit of this approach
is that it prevents potential misspecification in (4) and (5) from inducing
inconsistency in the parameters of (1) and (2). The cost of this benefit is
potential inefficiency: if the full system is correctly specified, the twostep procedure will produce consistent but inefficient estimators relative
to the M.L.E. for the complete system (1), (2), (4), and (5). Thus the
simplest way to think of the leading model is as a projection of AC,tlonto
leading variables in vector autoregressive (VAR) framework, except that
the lack of observability of ACtitis handled explicitly. Finally, the LEI is
computed as Ct+6t1-C1tlfrom the estimated model (1), (2), (4), and (5).
Movements in the LEI arising from Xt are negligibly small and will be
ignored to simplify the discussion below.
2.3 PREDICTIONS
OF RECESSIONSAND EXPANSIONS
A traditional role of the LEI has been to signal future recessions and
recoveries; indeed, it was to provide such signals that Mitchell and Burns
(1938) developed their original list of indicators.4 The value of identifying
and forecasting cyclical turning points has been a matter of controversy
among academic economists. One interpretation of this controversy is
that the concepts of expansion and recession are incorrectly perceived to
embody a view of the dynamic evolution of the economy that is at odds
with the probabilistic foundations of formal macroeconomic models.
In forecasting turning points, recessions and expansions are treated as
conceptually distinct objects, perhaps associated with fundamentally different behavior of the economy. In contrast, the structure of standard
macroeconomic models does not change from an expansion to a contraction: in terms of the underlying theory of behavior, a month that falls in a
4. Moore (1979) recounts how the list was developed at the request of Treasury Secretary
Morgenthau and evaluates the out-of-sample performance of the original series.
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recession does not differ fundamentally from a month that falls in an
expansion. To simplify the argument only slightly, traditional business
cycle analysis is associated with treating recessions and expansions as
periods of distinctly different economic behavior, defined by intrinsic
shifts (essential nonlinearities) in the macroeconomic process by which
the data are generated. The alternative view is that expansions and
recessions have no intrinsic content, in the sense that they are not associated with fundamental shifts in the behavior of the economy, but rather
are the results of a stable structure adapting to random shocks. According to this latter view, recessions and expansions are extrinsic patterns,
not intrinsic macroeconomic shifts.5
The model described in the previous subsection is consistent with the
"extrinsic" view: recessions and expansions are generated by certain
configurations of random shocks to a linear time series model. Yet this
does not invalidate the concept or the importance of forecasting business
cycles. Recessions are important political, social, and economic events.
Periods of prolonged, widespread expansion provide opportunities to
workers and bounty to consumers; the most severe periods of contraction threaten governments and even forms of government. Thus the
question becomes: is it possible to forecast those politically and socially
important events that will come to be termed expansions and contractions? Can these patterns be recognized in advance?
The Recession Index is an estimate of the probability that the economy
will be in a recession six months hence. This probability is computed
using the same time series model used to calculate the proposed LEI,
and is based on a definition (in terms of the sample path of ACt)of what
constitutes a recession and an expansion. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
quantify precisely those patterns that will be recognized as expansions
or contractions. Burns and Mitchell (1946, p. 3) considered the minimum
period for a full business (reference) cycle to be one year; in practice, the
shortest expansions and contractions they identified were six months.
The Recession Index is computed by approximating a recessionary (expansionary) period in terms of negative (positive) growth of the CEI that
lasts at least six months.6
5. Slutzky (1937)and Adelman and Adelman (1959)can be interpretedas arguingfor the
"extrinsic"view; Neftci (1982)and Hamilton(1987)develop techniquesconsistent with
the "intrinsic"view. This debate is relatedto the distinctionbetween exogenous shocks
and endogenous instabilitybeing the source of aggregate fluctuations.The extrinsic/
intrinsicterminologyfocuses on the identificationand interpretationof recessionsand
expansions.
6. Moreprecisely,a recession and an expansion are determinedby partitioningfutureAC,
into three regions, or patterns.We define a month to be in a recessionarypatternif that
monthis eitherin a sequenceof six consecutivedeclinesof C,below some boundaryb,,,or
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3. TheRevisedIndexes
The proposed CEI is plotted in Figure 1, the proposed LEI is plotted in
Figure 2, and the proposed Recession Index is plotted in Figure 3. The
vertical lines in these and subsequent figures represent the official ex post
NBER-dated cyclical turning points.
3.1 THEINDEXOF COINCIDENTECONOMICINDICATORS
Data and EmpiricalResults. The variables entering the proposed CEI and
LEI, as well as the variables entering the current DOC coincident and
leading indexes, are listed in Table 1. The proposed CEI is based on four
series: industrial production, real personal income less transfer payments, real manufacturing and trade sales, and employee-hours in
nonagricultural establishments. These are the series currently used by
the DOC to construct its coincident index, except that the total number
of employees (rather than employee-hours) is used in the Commerce
series.7 The data were obtained from the January 31, 1989 release of
CITIBASE. Empirical results are computed using data starting in 1959:1.
The empirical results for the single-index model, specified with employment rather than employee-hours, are discussed in detail in Stock
and Watson (1988b); the results for the model estimated with employeehours are summarized here. Preliminary data analysis suggested modeling the logarithms of these four series as being individually integrated
but not cointegrated. Dickey-Fuller (1979) tests were unable to reject the
null hypothesis that each of the series are individually integrated. The
Stock-Watson (1988a) qf test of the null hypothesis that the four series are
not cointegrated against the alternative that there is at least one cointegrating vector (computed using four lags of the series and a linear time
trend) yielded a statistic of -25.25, with a p-value of 60%. Similar evi-

is in a sequence of nine declines below the boundarywith no more than one increase
during the middle seven months. Thus a recessionarypatternis the union of 15 sets
containedin g17. An expansionarypatternis definedanalogously,with "increases"replacing "declines"and b, replacingbrt.This does not exhaust all possible patterns,and the
remainingpatterns are said to be indeterminate.Reasonablepeople might disagreeon
these boundaries:these regionsmightconstitutefuzzy sets. This"fuzziness"is quantified
by makingb, and betnormallydistributedrandomvariables.Afterrulingout the possibility that a given month falls in neitherregion, the NBERRecessionIndexis computedas
the probability(given currentlyavailabledata)that, six monthshence, the time pathof Ct
will fall in a recession region. This entails integratinga 17-dimensionalnormaldensity
conditionalon (b,, bet),which in turn have independent normaldistributions.
7. We follow Moore's (1988) recommendationand use employee-hoursrather than the
numberof employees in constructingthe CEI.Becauseof overtimeand part-timework,
employee-hoursmeasures more directlyfluctuationsin laborinput than does the number of employees.
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dence of non-cointegration was obtained from pairwise residual-based
tests for cointegration as proposed by Engle and Granger (1987). The
subsequent analysis therefore uses first differences of the logarithms of
these series (AXt).
Geweke (1977) and Sargent and Sims (1977) point out that the single
index model (1)-(3) imposes testable restrictions on the spectral density
matrix of the vector time series. Because ACt and ut are by assumption
uncorrelated at all leads and lags, (1) implies that Sax(c) =
y(e-i?s)Sc((o)y(ei)), + S(co), where Sx(co) denotes the spectral density
matrix of AXt at frequency w, etc. Because Sac(w) is a scalar and Su(w)is
diagonal, this provides testable restrictions on SaX(w).Performing this
test for the coincident indicator model over six equally-spaced bands
constructed using AXt (the unconstrained estimate of the spectrum is
the averaged matrix periodogram) provides little evidence against the
restrictions imposed by the dynamic single-index structure: the x30test
statistic is 19.8, having a p-value of 92%.
Figure1 THEPROPOSEDINDEXOF COINCIDENTECONOMIC
INDICATORS
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Figure2 THEPROPOSEDINDEXOF LEADINGECONOMICINDICATORS
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The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the single
index model (1)-(3) are presented in Table2. A specificationin which the
factor enters each of the four equations only contemporaneously(i.e.,
y(L) = y0) was found to be inconsistent with the data.8This is not the
case, however, when lags of AC,are permitted to enter the employeehours equation: as indicated in panel B of Table 2, various diagnostic
statistics provide no statistical evidence of (linear) misspecificationof
this model. Thus employment is better modeled as a slightly lagging
ratherthan an exactly coincident variable.
As a further check on the fit of the model, several highly parameterized versions were estimated;the results for one specificationare summarized in Table2(D). The additionalparametersare not statisticallysignificant at the 5%level, and the Ctltseries createdusing these specifications
are essentially
the CEI
from the
CEIreported
above.
essentially indistinguishable
indistinguishablefrom
reportedabove.
are
8. With y(L) = y0, the one-step ahead forecast errors for employee-hours were correlated
with past observations on AXt.
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Figure3 THEPROPOSEDRECESSIONINDEX
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The proposed CEI, the DOC coincident index, and real GNP growth. The
proposed CEI is graphed in Figure 1. The figure portrays Ctltcomputed
using the empirical model in Table 2, then exponentiated and scaled to
equal 100 in July 1967. Visual inspection indicates that the cyclical peaks
and troughs of the CEI coincide with the official NBER-dated turning
points, with the exception of 1969, when the peak in the proposed series
occurs two months prior to the official NBER turning point.
The proposed CEI is quantitatively similar to the existing DOC coincident index; both are graphed in Figure 4(a). The main differences are the
slightly greater trend growth and cyclical volatility of the DOC series.
The correlation between the growth rates of the proposed and DOC
series is .95, and the average coherence for periods exceeding eight
months is .97.9
9. This high coherence at low frequenciessuggests that the populationjoint spectraldensity matrixof the proposed CEIand the DOC index might be singularat frequencyzero,
i.e., the two series might be cointegrated;but the series are constructedusing different
implicitweights on AX,, and there is no statisticalevidence against non-cointegration.
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The growth in the experimental CEI closely tracks the growth in GNP.
Figure 4(b) presents the six-month growth of the CEI (Ct+61t+6-Ctl) and the
growth of real GNP over the subsequent two quarters, at annual rates.
(The plotted GNP growth rate for January is the growth in GNP for the
second and third quarters, relative to the first quarter; this same rate is
plotted for February and March.) The six-month growth in the CEI exhibits greater cyclical swings, particularly in 1974, but the two series are
Table1 VARIABLESCURRENTLY
THENBERAND DOC CEI
COMPRISING
AND LEI
A. CurrentNBERBaseVariable
List
Mnemonic
Coincident

Transformation

Description

Variables

CoincidentVariables
IP
growth rates
GMYXP8

growth rates

MT82

growth rates

LPMHU

growth rates

LeadingVariables
HSBP

levels

MDU82S

growth rates

EXNWT2S

growth rates

LHNAPSS

growth rates

FYGT1OS

differences

CP6_ GM6

levels

G10 G1

levels

Industrialproduction,total (BCD47; in
DOC CEI)
PersonalIncome, total less transferpayments, 1982$(BCD51; in DOC CEI)
Mfg and trade sales, total, 1982$(BCD
57; in DOC CEI)
Employee-hoursin non-agriculturalestablishments
New privatehousing authorized,index
(BuildingPermits)
Manufacturers'unfilled orders:durable
goods industries, 1982$,smoothed
Trade-weightednominal exchange rate
between the U.S. and the U.K., West
Germany,France,Italy, and Japan,
smoothed.
Part-timework in non-agriculturalindustries because of slackwork (U.S. Department of Labor,The EmploymentSituation, Household Survey), smoothed
Yield on constant-maturityportfolioof
10-yrU.S. Treasurybonds, smoothed
Spreadbetween interest rate on 6-mo.
corporatepaper and the interest rate on
6 mo. U.S. Treasurybills (FederalReserve Board)
Spreadbetween the yield on constantmaturityportfolioof 10-yrU.S. T-bonds
and the yield on 1-yrU.S. T-bonds. (Federal ReserveBoard)
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highly correlated (r = .86) and have a coherence in excess of .9 for
periods over two years.
3.2. THEINDEXOF LEADINGECONOMICINDICATORS
VariableSelectionand Model Specification. The experimental LEI is a forecast of the six-month growth (on an annual percentage basis) of the CEI.
In a break with tradition, the proposed LEI uses the most recently available data, rather than using only data for the month for which the
coincident series are available. For example, the LEI released at the end
of October is constructed using unfilled orders data for September, but
interest rate and exchange rate data for October. This results in a more
timely measure of future economic activity.
The development of the empirical LEI model required making three
important sets of judgments: the choice of variables to include in the
leading index, whether to transform or smooth some variables, and the
number of lags of these variables to use in the ACtequation.
Table1 VARIABLESCURRENTLY
COMPRISINGTHENBERAND DOC CEI
AND LEI(CONTINUED)
B. DOC VariableList(December
1988)
CEI
IndustrialProduction(BCD47)
Personalincome less transferpayments, 1982$s(BCD51)
Index of Manufacturingand trade sales in 1982dollars (BCD57)
Employees on nonagriculturalpayrolls (BCD41)
LEI
Average weekly hours of productionor non-supervisoryworkers, mfg (BCD1)
Avg weekly initial claims for State unempl. insurance(BCD3)
Mrf'snew orders, 1982$s,consumer goods and mat'lsindustries (BCD8)
S&P500 (BCD19)
Contractsand orders for plant and eqpt, 1982$s(BCD20)
New private housing authorized index (BuildingPermits)(BCD29)
Vendor Performance,percent of companies receivingslower deliveries (BCD
32)
Change in sensitive mat'ls prices, smoothed (BCD99)
Money supply M2, 1982$s(BCD106)
Change in business and consumer credit outstanding (BCD111)
Change in mfging and trade inventories on hand and on order, 1982$s(BCD
36)
Note: The DOC leading index was revised beginning with the January 1989 data. The final two series in
the index (BCD 111 and BCD 36) were dropped from the composite index, and two series were added:
the change in manufacturers' unfilled orders in 1982 dollars, durable goods industries, smoothed; and
an index of consumer expectations. No revisions were made to the DOC coincident index.
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TABLE 2

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATESOF THE FACTOR
MODEL (1)-(3) USING THE COINCIDENT INDICATORS

A. MeasurementEquations:
=

AIPt

.708 ACt + Ut

(.044)
AGMYXP8t= .500 ACt + ugmyxp8
(.045)
mt82
u82
=
.452 ACt +
AMT82t
(.033)
=
.527 ACt - .031 ACt_ ALPMHUt
(.058)
(.078)

.142AC_2 + .235C t_3+ utmh
(.080)
(.054)

B. Transition Equations:
ACt = .616 ACt_1- .037 ACt_2+ vt;o, = 1.0 (Normalized)
(.076)
(.074)
'=

utmy=

-.068

IPe
-.079 u,'ip + Et;
(.103)
Ut gmxp8 +

(.042)

.143 utgmyxp8+

246
.246

(.053)

(.057)

487 u

(.041)
mxp8

(.048)

ut == -.436uu1
-.436 u_mt82ut"'82
tmh"= -

=.470

pmhu-

(.050)

=.776

(.027)
2

+

=
mt82744
Et

128 Utpm, + IEtm ;(
(.064)

.744
(.033)
= .662

(.027)

C. Marginal SignificanceLevelsof Diagnostic Testsfor Single-IndexModel
p-values of whetherthe dep. variableis predictableby lags of:
Dep. Vble.
e,p
eGMYXP8
eMT82
eLPMHU

eIp
0.905
0.860
0.256
0.875

eGMYXP8eMT82 eLPMHU IP

0.804
0.994
0.852
0.825

0.296
0.927
0.800
0.137

0.910
0.137
0.590
0.716

0.892
0.671
0.392
0.774

GMYXP8 MT82
0.796
0.893
0.969
0.625

0.383
0.820
0.798
0.162

LPMHU
0.962
0.060
0.820
0.592

D. Comparisonwith a highly parameterizedsingle index model(ModelA)
Orders of lag polynomials: A(L), 5; YLPMHU(L),
6; 4(L), 8
Likelihood ratio statistic (X21):27.57, p-value = .153
Corr(ACtse, ACtOdelA)= 995.
Notes: Panel A and B: The parameters were estimated using data from 1959:1-1987:12. Logarithms of
variables were used, each series was standardized to growth rates with mean zero and unit variance
prior to estimation. The sample means and standard deviations of the growth rates of the original series
are: AlP: 0.0031, 0.0100; AGMYXP8: 0.0027, 0.0047; AMT82: 0.0028, 0.0110; ALPMHU: 0.0017, 0.0049.
Panel C: The entries are p-values from the regression of ey against a constant and six lags of the indicated
regressor; the p-values correspond to the usual F-test of the hypothesis that the coefficients on these six
lags are zero (with only the usual corrections for degrees of freedom). The series ey denotes the one-step
ahead forecast errors from the single-index model, and growth rates of the original data are used.
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The leading variables were chosen from an initial list of approximately
280 series (Mitchell and Burns (1938) started with 487 series). This list
included series from ten groups: measures of output and capacity utilization; consumption and sales; inventories and orders; money and credit
quantity variables; interest rates and asset prices; exchange rates and
foreign trade; employment, earnings, and measures of the labor force;
wages and prices; measures of government fiscal activity; and other
variables, primarily prominent leading indicators from the BusinessConditions Digest. An important consideration in developing this list was to
include series that have expectational components, that would (under
some economic theory) respond rapidly to some shocks to the economy,
or that would reflect policy actions. These variables were then screened
by examining their bivariate relation to the growth of the DOC coincident index using the coherence and phase lead between each series and
the growth of the DOC series, the ability of each series to Granger-cause
the DOC series, and the marginal predictive content of each series for
the growth of the DOC coincident index beyond that of the current DOC
leading index. Several series that performed poorly according to these
criteria were nevertheless retained because economic theory suggested
that they should have some predictive content, or because they are
currently included in the DOC leading index. This procedure resulted in
a reduced list of approximately 55 time series. Of these 55 series, many
measured closely related concepts.
A critical question is how to construct the LEI from this base list of 55
variables. The approach used here is similar to the traditional NBER
approach in the sense that it results in a relatively short list of series, of
which the LEI is a weighted average; a key methodological difference
between the two approaches is our emphasis on multivariate rather than
bivariate predictive content. Selecting the few "best" variables from this
list is a daunting task: in theory over 200 million seven-variable indexes
could be formed from these 55 series. We simplified this problem by
adopting a modified stepwise regression procedure for constructing an
LEI based on a relatively few series.10
Because the signal extraction error in the proposed CEI from the one10. Another strategy rejected at an early stage of this project would be to construct a broadbased index that included many or all of these 55 series. Strong restrictions on how
these series entered would need to be imposed. Because the formulation and implementation of these restrictions would require considerable research judgment, one
would need to be particularly cautious about out-of-sample performance. In addition,
this approach would be less informative about which variables have important predictive content and would result in an index which is more difficult to interpret. Still, this
would constitute an interesting and complementary research project.
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Figure4 A. THE PROPOSEDINDEXOF COINCIDENTINDICATORS(SOLID
LINE)AND THECURRENTDOC INDEXOF COINCIDENT
ECONOMICINDICATORS(DASHEDLINE)
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Because the growth rates of some of the series contain considerable
high frequency noise, some of the series were smoothed. Although this
smoothing could in principle be done implicitly by estimating a larger
number of regression coefficients, using smoothed series admits the
possibility of reducing the number of estimated regression coefficients.
The smoothing filter was chosen to be s(L) = 1+2L+2L2+L3, the filter
used by the DOC (until the 1989 revision) to smooth several of their
noisy series. This filter has desirable properties from the perspective of
producing six-month ahead forecasts using first differences of leading
variables. The product filter (1-L)s(L) is a band-pass filter with gain
concentrated at periods of four months to one year, zero gain at zero
frequency and very low gain for periods less than two months. At a
period of six months, the phase lag of this filter is 2.5 months.
The number of lags of each series in the ACtequation of the LEI model
(i.e., the order of Acy(L)in (4)) was chosen using the Akaike information
criterion (AIC) in a regression of ACtlton four lags of ACt,tand the selected
leading variables. The search was restricted to models with 1, 3, 6, or 9
lags of the variables for computational reasons." Various tests for autoregressive order resulted in setting the orders of Acc(L),yyc(L),and yy(L) at
4, 1, and 1 respectively. The AIC calculations resulted in a model with six
lags of housing starts and the private-public spread and with three lags of
each of the other variables. The within-sample R2between the resultant
LEI and the actual six-month growth of the proposed CEI is .634.
Overfitting the data (and the consequent poor out-of-sample performance) is a risk in any empirical exercise, and the danger is particularly
clear here. The first potential source of overfitting-the selection of a final
list of leading variables from a much longer list of series-is present both
in our procedure and in the traditional NBER/DOC procedure for variable
selection (see Zarnowitz and Boschan 1975a,b and Moore 1988). The DOC
periodically sponsors a revision of the composite indexes; one interpretation of the need for these revisions is that the underlying relations (and
important predictive variables) have changed in the economy, but another
is that these revisions are important to correct for previous overfitting.12
The methodology outlined above introduces a second possible source of
overfitting, the estimation of regression coefficients.
11. This entailed examining 47 specifications. The AIC is known to overestimate the
autoregressionorder if the order is finite (e.g., Geweke and Meese 1981).As a check,
lags were chosen according to the Schwartz information criterion (BIC) and the
Hannan-Quinninformationcriterion.These yielded similarchoices of lag lengths, and
in particularyielded similarestimatedLEIs.
12. Recentrevisions occurredin 1975and 1983.A new set of revisionstook effectwith the
January1989data. See Hertzbergand Beckman(1989).
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It appears difficult to ascertain the asymptotic properties of this model
selection procedure, but these properties can be investigated numerically. Two small Monte Carlo experiments were performed to shed light
on the potential overfitting. The first simulated indexes that would be
produced if no series had any true predictive content for the CEI. Fifty
smoothed pseudo-random monthly time series of the form xit = s(L)eit, Eit
i.i.d. N(0,1) were generated for i = 1, . . ., 50, t = 1959:1, . . ., 1987:12.
The variable and model selection procedure described above was then
applied to these time series, and the resultant seven-variable index was
calculated. This experiment was repeated twice, and resulted in indexes
with R2,s of .228 and .271. The R2for a model with no leading variables is
.163 over this period (this is non-zero because lagged growth of Ctlt
predicts its future growth); thus the increment to the R2 in these Monte
Carlo experiments was respectively .065 and .108.
The second Monte Carlo experiment examined a situation where most
of the variables have some predictive content, but the chosen series might
not be those with the greatest true predictive ability. The estimated sevenvariable leading model (4) and (5) was used to generate seven Gaussian
pseudo-random leading variables over 1959:1-1987:12, plus a pseudorandom coincident index. For each of the seven pseudo-random leading
variables, four more pseudo-random series were constructed by adding
various degrees of measurement error to series.13 Fifteen additional
smoothed spurious series like those used in the first experiment were also
generated, for a total of fifty pseudo-random potential leading series. The
variable and model selection procedure was then used to produce a
seven-variable index. The population R2for the model generating the data
was .65. The average Monte Carlo R2 of the chosen models across ten
replications was .75, and these (suboptimal) models had an average population R2 of .62. Thus imperfect knowledge of the correct model reduced
the R2by .03 (.65- .62). Also, on average the sample R2,swere inflated by
.13 (.75-.62) above their population counterparts.
These two experiments provide rough measures of the magnitude of
the overfitting bias: in the first, approximately .08, in the second, .13.14
13. Foreach of the base pseudo-randomleading series Xit,i = 1, .. . ,7, the fouradditional
where u,, are
pseudo-random series were constructedby settins Xijt= Fj(L)Xit+uijt,
i.i.d. N(0,72) randomvariables,Fj(L)= 1, 1, L, and L , and r = 1, 5, 1, and 1 forj = 1, 2,
3, and 4, respectively.
14. One reason to suspect that these experimentsoverstate the bias is that they do not
incorporateany researcherjudgment, although the constructionof the proposed LEI
did. In addition, the first experimentfails to recognize that the 55 actual series have
many closely related variables(e.g., industrialproductionof consumer durablesand
industrialproductionin manufacturing);thus in actualitythe variationacrossthe series
is not as great as in the first experiment.
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The experimental LEI and its Historical Components. Historical values of
the proposed LEI are plotted in Figure 2. A negative value of the index
indicates a forecast of negative growth in overall economic conditions
over the next six months. This index is negative prior to each of the four
recessions since 1960. It is also negative during 1967, a year in which a
recession did not occur.
The historical contributions of each of the seven leading variables to
the index are plotted in Figure 5. These historical contributions are calculated by setting all series but the series in question to zero, then computFigure 5 HISTORICALDECOMPOSITIONOF THE PROPOSEDLEI(A) Total
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Figure 5 (CONTINUED) (C) COMPONENT DUE TO MDU82S
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ing the LEI. Because the LEI is linear in Yt, the sum of these historical
decompositions, plus the mean six-month growth in the CEI (at annual
rates), equals the LEI (graphed again in Figure 5(a) for convenience).15
15. Readersfamiliarwith vector autoregressions(VARs)should not confuse the historical
decompositionsin Figure5 with those found in the VARliteraturefor "orthogonalized"
systems. The latterare based on an arbitrarytransformationof the originallinearmodel
(chosen so that the shocks to each decompositionare mutuallyuncorrelated),whereas
no such transformationis made in producingFigure5.
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Figure5 (CONTINUED)(E) COMPONENTDUE TO LHNAPSS
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The implicit weights on the variables used to construct the LEI (the
implied "distributed lag" coefficients) are plotted in Figure 6; the units
are standard deviations of the leading variables.
Each of the series makes a contribution to the total. The largest historical contributions are from the spread between commercial paper and
Treasury bills, from the spread between the yields to maturity on 10-year
and 1-year Treasury Bonds, from housing starts, from manufacturer's
unfilled orders in durable goods industries, and from the growth of part-
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Figure 5 (G) COMPONENT DUE TO CP6_ GM6 (CONTINUED)
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time work due to "slack work." The implied distributed lag coefficients
indicate that a rise in housing starts, a low private-public spread, a high
public spread (an upward-sloping yield curve), an
long-term/short-term
increase in durables manufacturers' unfilled orders, and a decline in
involuntary part-time work all are indications of strong overall growth
over the next six months. To a lesser extent, a depreciation of the dollar
and an increase in the long-term Treasury bond yield signify strong
future economic activity.
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LAGCOEFFICIENTS
ON LEADING
Figure6 IMPLICITDISTRIBUTED
VARIABLES
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Figure6 (CONTINUED)
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Figure6 (CONTINUED)
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Figure6 (CONTINUED)
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3.3. THERECESSIONINDEX
Historical values of the experimental Recession Index are plotted in Figure 3. The Recession Index is constructed using the four coincident
variables and seven leading variables. Because this is the probability of a
recession six months hence, the index ranges between zero and one.
Ideally, these recession probabilities would lead the actual NBER-dated
recessions by six months.16
An important check of the definition of recessions and expansions is
the ex post ability of the model to confirm the NBER cyclical dates. Using
all the historical data, there is close agreement between the actual NBERdated recessions and the ex post assessments of whether there was a
recession. Figure 7(a) presents the retrospective assessment of whether
the economy was in a recession, with the probability calculated using
the same definition as in the Recession Index. The greatest point of
disagreement is the dating of the 1970 recession: the NBER chronology
16. These probabilitiesare evaluated by numericalintegrationover the recession and expansion regions describedin footnote 6. The means (Ae and /,) and variances(o-,= a,
= o) of the random boundaries (b,, brt)were chosen to minimize the sum of squared
errorsbetween the six-step ahead recessionprobabilityand the 0/1 recession-expansion
variable six months hence. This criterion was computed over a grid of parameter
values, and the resulting estimates are AL = .25, L, = -1.50, and c = 0.8. It turns out

that this objectivefunction (and the recession probabilities)are somewhat insensitive

to (L,e /Ar, a).
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Figure6 B. SIX-MONTHGROWTHIN THEPROPOSEDINDEXOF
COINCIDENTECONOMICINDICATORS(SOLIDLINE)AND TWOQUARTERGROWTHIN REALGNP (DASHEDLINE)(CONTINUED)
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places the peak at December 1969, while this procedure places the peak
at October 1969.
Also presented in Figure 7 are the contemporaneous assessments of
whether the economy is in a recession (Figure 7(b)), the three-month
ahead recession forecast (Figure 7(c)), and the six-month ahead recession
probability (Figure 7(d); this is the proposed Recession Index).
3.4. WITHIN-SAMPLE
PERFORMANCE
OF THEPROPOSEDLEIAND
RECESSION INDEX

The current DOC leading index has been the subject of considerable
ongoing refinement, so one would expect it to be a good predictor of
future economic activity. We therefore compare the within-sample performance of the proposed LEI and Recession Index to two sets of measures
based on the DOC leading index. The first examines the ability of the
DOC leading index to forecast the near-term growth in the CEI; the
second examines the use of the DOC leading index to forecast future
recessions.
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Figure 7 RECESSION PROBABILITIES:(A) EX POST
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Forecastsof Growth. The within-sample fit of the proposed LEI is generally good. The within-sample R2between the LEI and the true six-month
growth of the CEI (Ct+6t+6t-Ctlt) is .634 over 1961:1-1988:4.

The LEI and

the actual six-month growth of the CEI are plotted in Figure 8(a). The
most noteworthy within-sample errors occurred in the middle of the
1982 recession: the LEI was predicting approximately zero growth, while
the actual growth turned out to be sharply negative.
Because the six-month growth of the CEI is highly correlated with the
two-quarter growth of GNP, one way to measure performance is to com-
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Figure7 (CONTINUED)(C) 3-MONTHAHEAD
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pare the growth forecast of the LEI with historical forecasts of GNP
growth. Figure 8(b) presents the two-quarter growth in real GNP (con
structed as in Figure 4(b)) and the ASA/NBER median forecast of real
GNP growth over the subsequent two quarters.17 Although the ASA/
NBER median forecast anticipated the 1979-80 recession and contemporaneously recognized the 1980 recovery, it failed to forecast the severity
of the 1974-75 recession and entirely missed the 1982 recession.
17. Prior to 1986, the ASA/NBER survey reports the median forecasts of the GNP price
deflator and of nominal GNP, but not of real GNP. For this period the real GNP forecast
was constructed as the ratio of these two median forecasts.
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Figure8 SIX-MONTHGROWTHIN THECEI(SOLID)AND THELEI
(DASHED)
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A natural question is whether the proposed LEIrepresents an improvement over the existing DOC leading index, and whether the DOC series is
itself an accurate estimate of economic growth. One difficulty with evaluating the DOC series is that it is presented as a series in levels, with its
primary mission to signal turning points in overall economic activity. It is,
however, possible to use the DOC series as a forecast of overall growth in
the DOC coincident index. Specifically, if the DOC leading index is a
forecast of the DOC coincident index k months hence, then the percent
difference between the DOC leading and coincident indexes is a forecast
of the growth in the DOC coincident index over the next k months. Let
LDC denote this percent difference. With k = 6, the R2between LDOC
and the
six-month growth in the experimental CEI is .410 from 1960:2-1988:4; the
maximal R2 (as a function of k) is .416, which occurs at k = 7.18
18. The R2,s between LtDCand (Ct+ktt+k-Ctlt) for k = 3, 4, .. ., 12 are respectively, .364,

.387, .399, .410, .416, .416, .413, .404, .393, and .382. The same results obtainto within
+.02 using the DOC coincident index rather than the experimentalCEI. Note that
historicalvalues of the DOC leading index were revised in 1983.This suggests that the
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GROWTHIN REALGNP (SOLID)AND ITSASA/
Figure8 B. TWO-QUARTER
MEDIANFORECAST(CONTINUED)
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The six-month growth of the proposed CEI is plotted with LDOC
in
at
annual
rates.
the
two
series
are
Figure 8(c)
Although
highly correlated, L?C exhibits somewhat greaterfluctuations.In addition, the forecast implicit in L?C has been substantiallystronger than the growth in
the coincident index (or real GNP) since 1983, a point raised in popular
discussions of the existing leading index.19
Forecastsof Recessions and Expansions. The DOC produces no series di-

rectly comparableto the proposed NBERRecession Index. To provide a
basis for comparison, we examine two different recession forecasts
based on the DOC leading index: a "three consecutive decline" rule-ofthumb and a limited dependent variablemodel with the DOC indexes as
the predictivevariables.
results prior to 1983 should be viewed as within-samplefits, and those after 1983as
out-of-sampleforecastingexperiments.
19. For example, Hunt (1988) points out that much of the strength in the DOC leading
index during the mid-1980swas driven by the strong growth in stock prices.
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Popular discussions of the DOC leading index use a three consecutive
decline rule-of-thumb as a measure of whether the index is signalling a
recession. This rule-of-thumb issues a recession signal (expansion signal) if, during an expansion (recession), the DOC leading index declines
(rises) for three consecutive months. Applied systematically to the historical data, this rule-of-thumb results in a series of zeros and ones,
where a zero indicates a recession signal and a one indicates an expansion signal.
One way to evaluate the performance of this recession signal is to
compute the R2 of the regression of the 0/1 variable that indicates
whether the economy is actually in a recession k months hence against
the series of 0's and l's based on the DOC leading index. At a lead of k =
0 months, this R2 is .289; at a lead of 3 months, it is .116; at 6 months,
.028. The greatest of these R2,s s at a lag of 1 month, which is a "forecast"
of whether the economy was in a recession in the month prior to the
Figure8 C. SIX-MONTHGROWTHIN THEPROPOSEDCEI(SOLID)AND
THESCALEDPERCENTDIFFERENCE
BETWEENTHEDOC
LEADINGAND COINCIDENTINDEXES(DASHED)(CONTINUED)
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most recent month for which there are data. In contrast, the R2 for the
series in Figure 7(b)-7(d) are respectively .88 at 0 months lead, .64 at a
lead of 3 months, and (for the proposed Recession Index) .50 at a lead of
6 months.
Although this rule-of-thumb is commonly used to forecast recessions,
it is probably not the most efficient use of the information contained in
the DOC index. As an additional comparison, logit models were estimated with the true 0/1 recession indicator six months hence as the
dependent variable and with, alternately, lags of LD?cand of the growth
of the DOC leading index as predictive variables. The greatest of the
resulting R2s was .292, which obtained in a logit model with eight lags of
LD?cas the predictive variables.
In summary, these historical comparisons suggest that the proposed
LEI and Recession Index are potentially substantial improvements over
the existing indexes, both in performance and in ease of interpretation.
Whether this potential is realized will, of course, depend on the future
behavior of the indexes.

4. Interpretation
andDiscussion
The construction of the experimental LEI systematically focused on finding a set of macroeconomic variables that jointly have the ability to
forecast future economic activity in a reduced-form model. This section
examines the resulting index and its components from the perspective of
macroeconomic theory.
4.1. DISCUSSIONOF VARIABLES
INCLUDEDIN THELEI
Long-term/shortterm treasurybondyield spread. One of the novel features
of the experimental LEI is its use of interest rate spreads as macroeconomic predictors. It is generally recognized that a declining yield
curve signals a future slowdown in economic activity. The 10-year/I-year
Treasury bond spread became negative in 1959, 1966, 1973, 1978, and
1981; with the exception of 1966, each of these inversions in the yield
curve preceded an NBER-dated cyclical peak by approximately one year.
Similarly, five of the seven cessations of the inversion over this period
preceded a cyclical trough by approximately six months to one year.
Recent work in financial econometrics has produced the intriguing related result that measures of the slope of the yield curve are useful
predictors of a variety of financial variables. For example, Campbell
(1987) and Fama and French (1989) document that measures of the slope
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of the term structure at short horizons have predictive content for excess
returns on a variety of assets.20
These observations are consistent with a macroeconomic theory in
which real rates are temporarily high, perhaps because of tight monetary
policy, which in turn results in a postponement of investment and a
decline in future activity. Additionally, if market participants expect future growth to be low and believe a Phillips relation to hold, then inflation
would be expected to drop and the yield curve would tend to invert. Thus
this predictive content is consistent with a theory in which monetary
policy works through interest rates and in which inflation and output
growth are positively related. It seems to be more difficult to reconcile this
finding with a simple real business cycle model in which the marginal
product of capital equals the interest rate and in which persistent productivity shocks drive the business cycle: in this case, a positive productivity
shock would result in a high marginal product of capital that is expected to
decline over time as investment (and output) increases.
Private-public interest rate spread. Although the average spread from
1959 to 1988 is only 60 basis points, during and preceding the 1970 and
1980 recessions it exceeded 150 basis points, and during 1975 it rose to
over 350 basis points. The predictive power of similar spreads has been
documented by Bernanke (1983), who showed that the Baa-Treasury
bond spread forecasted industrial production in the interwar period, and
by Friedman and Kuttner (1989), who (independently) concluded that
the corporate paper-Treasury bill spread has strong predictive power for
industrial production over the period considered here. Like the slope of
the yield curve, the private-public spread has recently been recognized
as a predictor of various asset returns. Keim and Stambaugh (1986) find
that monthly risk premiums on a variety of bonds can be explained with
some success by the spread between the yield on long-term low-grade
corporate paper and short-term Treasury bills (note however that the
maturities in this spread are not matched).
One interpretation of these results is that the private-public spread
measures the default risk on private debt. If private lenders can accurately assess increased default risks for individual firms or industries,
these changes will, after aggregation, be reflected as increases in the
spread. Thus the spread could serve as a useful aggregator of informa20. In related research, Knez, Litterman, and Scheinkman (1989) identify three common
systematic risk factors underlying a variety of money market returns. They associate
these factors with shifts in the yield curve, tilts in the yield curve, and changes in the
public-private spread. Thus the three factors correspond closely to the three interest
rate measures in the proposed LEI.
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tion about the prospects of private firms, known best by those buying
and selling the debt of those firms. An alternativeinterpretationwould
emphasize the allocative role of interest rates:an increasein the spread,
all else equal, might induce some firms to postpone investment, resulting in a decline in aggregate demand.
Changein the 10-year Treasurybondyield. Previous research on the predic-

tive content of various financialand monetaryvariableshas emphasized
the importanceof interest rates or their changes (e.g., Sims 1980),so it is
not surprisingthat changes in the long-termpublicbond rate have some
forecasting content. Interestingly, including a measure of ex ante real
rates (with various measures of expected inflation)does not improve the
performance of the LEI. In fact, simulated out-of-sample experiments
indicate that including a real rate would have dramaticallyworsened
substantially the performance during the 1980s because of the historically high real rates since 1982.
Trade-weightednominal exchange rate. A depreciation of the dollar rela-

tive to the currenciesof its majortradingpartnersmakes a small positive
contributionto the LEI.The sign and the magnitude are consistent with
the depreciationbeing associated with a modest subsequent increase in
net demand for domestically produced goods relative to foreign goods.
Part-time work in nonagricultural industries (slack work). An increase in

slack work results in a substantial drop in the LEI,holding the components constant. This measure is closely relatedto indicatorsin the current
DOC index (new claims for unemployment insurance and the average
weekly hours of production workers in manufacturing);the procedure
described in the previous section indicates that part-timework has preferable statistical properties compared with these other indicators. One
interpretationof the predictive value of this series is that the initial response of some firms to productivity and demand shocks is not just to
adjust inventories, but to vary laborinput. In addition, this is measured
better by part-timeemployment than by layoffs or by average hours.
Housingauthorizations. This series, currentlyin the DOC leading index,
could play several roles. Private housing is the most durable of consumer goods. Thus movements in housing authorizations could be a
proxy for broaderchanges in demand for consumer durables,perhaps in
response to movements in interest rates or to fluctuationsin (the present
value of) aggregate income. In addition, changes in housing authorizations could signal more widespread changes in future activity in the
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construction sector which, to the extent that there is a multiplier mechanism, might spill over into other sectors of the economy.
Manufacturers'unfilled orders(durablegoods industries). The DOC has (independently) decided to include manufacturer's unfilled orders in durable goods industries in the revised DOC leading index starting in January 1989. Unfilled orders are much like negative inventories, and can be
used (like inventories) to minimize production costs over time. Thus
unfilled orders can be expected to increase in response to unexpected
increases in demand or to temporary increases in production costs. The
time series properties of unfilled orders will depend on the extent of
production smoothing, production times, the relative mix of demand
and supply shocks, and the lead-lag relation between new orders for
durables and aggregate activity.
B. DISCUSSIONOF SELECTEDVARIABLES
EXCLUDEDFROMTHE
LEADINGINDEX
The proposed LEI excludes some variables that appear in the current
DOC index or which economic theory suggests could have important
predictive power. Summary statistics for the effect of including several
such series in the LEI are presented in Table 3. The first column presents
the p-value for the F-test of the restriction that the coefficients on lags of
the candidate additional leading variable are zero in a regression of the
one-month growth of the CEI on the variables in the LEI and on six lags
of the candidate variable. The second column contains the same statistic,
except that 12 lags of the candidate variable are included in the regression. The third column contains the within-sample R2 between the sixmonth growth of the CEI and the LEI, constructed using the base variables and lags described in Section 3 and 12 lags of the candidate variable. The fourth column contains the out-of-sample root mean square
error from October 1979 to April 1988 based on an LEI model estimated
through September 1979.21
StockPrices. The present value theory of stock prices implies that movements in the stock market reflect changing expectations of future earn21. As a simplification,columns 3 and 4 of Table3 are based on LEImodels that were
estimated using a conventional multivariateregression specified with Ctlt,Ytand the
candidateleading variable.That is, Ctwas not treatedas unobservedas in the estimation of the LEIin Section 3, but ratherwas replacedby C,it.Now specified in terms of
observables, the system was esimated by OLS equation by equation. The numerical
errorthat arises from this simplificationis slight because of the small signal extraction
in Ctlt.
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IN THELEI:
Table3 EFFECTOF INCLUDINGADDITIONALVARIABLES
SUMMARYSTATISTICS
.~ ~ ~ 2
ME
- p-value--la

CandidateVariable
Base Model
BaseModelplusadditionalvariables:
StockPrices
S&P500, growth rate
MoneyandCredit
M1 (82$s), growth rate
M2 (82$s), growth rate
M2 (82$s), linearly detrended growth rate
MonetaryBase (nominal), growth rate
Change in bus. and cons. credit as %pers.
inc.
Consumerinst. loans, delinquency rate,
>30 days
Employment
Avg weekly hours of manufacturingworkers
New claims for unempl. insurance, growth
rates
No. persons unemployed less than 5 weeks
SalesandConsumption
IP-consumer durables
Pers cons expenditures, durablegoods
(82$s)
Retailsales (1982$'s,smoothed)
Retailsales, new cars (smoothed, seas. adj.)
Inventories
Mfg & trade inventories, total (82$s)
Mfg & trade invt's: matl's & supplies (82$s)
Mfg. & trade invt's: work in progress (82$s)
Mfg & trade invt's: finished goods (82$'s)
AdditionalLeadingIndicators
Contracts& orders for Plant & Eqpt (82$s)
Mfg new orders, cons. goods & matl's
(82$s)
Constructioncontracts,comm & indust
bldgs

R2,

1lu60:2
6 lags 12 lags -88:4

RMSE,

79:10
-88:4

.631

3.64

.130

.080

.658

3.57

.662
.315
.322
.981
.624

.854
.626
.628
.353
.720

.635
.642
.641
.631
.636

4.46
3.64
3.73
3.93
3.79

.260

.556

.635

3.73

.849

.972

.637

3.85

.573

.603

.642

3.68

.007

.003

.630

3.62

.300
.721

.507
.472

.638
.643

4.25
3.66

.681
.776

.660
.268

.643
.665

3.63
3.43

.497
.969
.258
.901

.265
.990
.017
.874

.640
.637
.634
.637

3.58
3.82
3.70
3.75

.865
.530

.769
.515

.634
.627

3.70
4.12

.960

.906

.633

3.88

Notes:The first two columns present the p-value for the conventionalF-test (without any additional
degrees-of-freedomadjustment)of the hypothesisthatthe coefficientson the candidateleadingvariable
are zero in a regressionof ACtlt on the base set of leadingvariables(with the same numberof lags as are
used to constructthe NBERLEI),estimatedby OLS,using 6 and 12 lags respectivelyof the candidate
variable.The third column presents the within-sampleR2when the LEImodel is estimatedusing the
full sample and 12 lags of the candidatevariable.The final column containsthe out-of-columnRMSE
between the LEI and Ct+6t+6 - Ct, in which the LEI model (augmentedby 12 lags of the candidate
variable)is estimatedover 60:2-79:9.
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ings of publicly traded corporations. Additional theoretical links from
the stock market to future economic activity come through the role of
stock prices as a determinant of the cost of capital (q-theory) and through
wealth effects on consumption. Stock prices therefore ought to be an
indicator of future growth, and indeed were identified as leading indicators by Mitchell and Burns (1938). Fama (1981) and Fisher and Merton
(1984) document the substantial predictive value of stock prices for output. As they do for GNP at longer horizons, stock prices have strong
predictive content for the growth in the CEI; the R2 of a regression of
-Ctt on 12 lags of the growth in the Standard and Poor's 500 is .318,
Ct+6lt+6
and the hypothesis that the growth of the S&P 500 does not Grangercause ACtltcan be rejected at the .5% significance level.
A result from this research is that the marginal predictive content of
stock prices for the six-month growth in the CEI is modest. As reported
in Table 3, the hypothesis that stock prices have no marginal (linear)
predictive content for ACt,Icannot be rejected at the 5% level.22 Although
the R2for the six-step ahead forecast increases somewhat when S&P 500
growth is included, this specification increases the number of estimated
parameters in the AC,tl equation from 28 to 40. Although there is some
evidence that the stock market improves forecasting performance, this
improvement is slight. These findings are consistent with a view that,
from the perspective of forecasting, the expectational aspect of the stock
market dominates its allocative role, and that these expectations can be
captured by examining other variables.
Money and Credit. The marginal predictive content of money for output
is one of the most studied relations in empirical macroeconomics; see
Christiano and Ljungqvist (1988) and Stock and Watson (1989) for recent
results and reviews of the literature. A primary focus of this literature
has been whether the predictive content of money growth in a bivariate
system is eliminated by including an interest rate. The proposed LEI
provides an opportunity to examine the marginal predictive content of
money in a system with measures of real activity and, notably, with a
richer set of interest rates.
The predictive content of real M2 growth in a bivariate system with
ACtI, is substantial: Granger non-causality can be rejected at the 0.5%
level, and the R2of the regression of Ct+61t+6-Ctlt onto 12 lags of real M2 is
.435. As the results in Table 3 indicate, however, on the margin real M1,
real M2, and the monetary base add nothing to the forecasting ability of
22. The large numberof variablesinvolved in the searchsuggests skepticismaboutthe use
of the usual asymptoticdistributionsfor these test statistics.An informalway to correct
for this is to use a more conservativecriticalvalue than usual, say 1%.
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the LEI. The simulated out-of-sample performance of the index including M1 deteriorates substantially, indicating parameter instability. These
results hold using either the growth rate of M2 or, as suggested by Stock
and Watson (1989), the detrended growth rate.
These findings are consistent with several hypotheses. Friedman
(1988) argues that even if money had predictive content during earlier
periods, its reduced-form relation to output has changed (or vanished)
as a result of financial deregulation. This is consistent with the observation that the economy has performed well in the last two years despite
the absolute decline of real M2 between October 1986 and October 1988.
Alternatively, the inclusion of interest rate spreads (in particular the
yield curve) might be a more sensitive measure to monetary intervention
than is the interest rate alone, the variable typically examined by other
authors.
Measures of the quantity of credit have also received some attention as
possible predictive variables. The change in business and consumer
credit appears in the current DOC leading index; scaled to be a percent
of personal income rather than in nominal dollars, this change has no
statistically significant predictive content.
Employment. The DOC leading index contains two employment series
not in the proposed LEI: average weekly hours of manufacturing workers and new claims for unemployment insurance. Neither make an important marginal contribution to the proposed LEI.23While the number
of individuals unemployed less than five weeks is a statistically significant predictor of ACtltat the 5% level, the six-month ahead forecast is not
improved by including it in the index.
Sales and Consumption. The Permanent Income Hypothesis and the
Life Cycle Hypothesis imply that, like stock prices, changes in consumption reflect changes in expectations of future income. The Keynesian aggregate model suggests that changes in consumption can produce changes in income and employment. In real business cycle modif predictable-reflect optimal reels, changes in consumption-even
sponses to changes in productivity or other real disturbances and thus
portend future movements in output. The standard versions of these
theories refer to service flows from consumption goods, not to consumption expenditures. Theories that explicitly incorporate durability
23. New claims for unemployment insurance have the drawbackof being sensitive to
changes in unemployment insurance regulations and in patterns of applicationfor
unemploymentinsuranceamong those eligible.
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suggest that expenditures on durables might be particularly sensitive to
shocks perceived by consumers.
The predictive content of various measures of consumption is, however, slight. Of the four measures listed in Table 3, only real retail sales
and auto sales reject Granger non-causality at the 5% level in a bivariate
system with ACtt,. When the experimental LEI is augmented by the various measures of consumption, they have no statistically significant marginal predictive content. One interpretation of these results is that housing starts are a measure of demand for consumer durables, so that including housing starts (and interest rates) in the LEI reduces the predictive
value of other measures of consumption.
Inventories. Theoretical models of inventory behavior variously suggest
that inventories will be sensitive to changes in current demand, to innovations in current demand, to expected changes in future demand, or to
(changes in, innovations in, expectations of) costs of production. In
addition, theory suggests that inventories at various stages of production will respond differently to different types of shocks. A series on
smoothed changes in manufacturing and trade inventories appeared in
the current DOC leading index (it was dropped in the 1989 revision), and
inventories exhibit a strong coherence with the ACtlt at low frequencies.
The marginal predictive content of inventories for output is, however,
slight. Although the growth in real intermediate inventories makes a
statistically significant contribution to forecasting ACtltwhen 12 lags are
included (based on the conventional 5% level), the improvement in the
six-month ahead R2is minimal.24
Investment variablesin the DOC leading index. The Keynesian multiplieraccelerator model gives an important role to investment as a determinant of output. Real business cycle models hold that expectations of
future demand and changes in productivity are important determinants
of investment. Both theories suggest that measures of investment could
help to predict future economic performance. The current DOC leading
index includes two variables that measure investment but which have
insignificant marginal predictive value when incorporated in the experimental LEI. Neither contracts and orders for plant and equipment nor
24. Reagan and Sheehan (1985) use VARs to examine inventories, orders, and production.
They conclude that inventories (particularly work-in-progress) have important predictive content for production at the 1-3 year horizon and attribute less of a role to unfilled
orders, particularly for non-durables. Their findings depend on the innovation triangularizations for their VARs, and they do not consider interest rates. Still, their results
stand in contrast to the limited additional predictive content of inventories found here.
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manufacturers'new orders make a discernible marginal contribution.
Moreover,these series effectively receive zero weight when entered into
the index.

5. Conclusions
A strength of the traditionalsystem of leading and coincidentindicators
is its examinationof many series without imposing too much priorinformation, and its subsequent identificationof those series that appear to
have the greatest predictive content for aggregateeconomic activity.The
researchreported here has adopted this approachand has attempted to
improve upon it by recasting it in a form in which modern statistical
theory can be applied. In particular,the emphasis has been on multivariateratherthan bivariatepredictive content.
This exercise in modern business cycle analysis has focused on forecasting with reduced-formmodels. We think, however, that the results
provide three sets of observations for macroeconomictheory. First, the
single-index model imposes restrictionson the joint time series properties of the major coincident series that are not rejected by the data. In
principle aggregate shocks could enter these series separately,with different dynamic effects; in practice they appear not to. This does not
imply that there is a single source of aggregate fluctuations, but rather
that the multiple sources of fluctuations have proportionaldynamic effects on these aggregate variables.
The second set of observationsconcern the variablesthat are included
in the index. In particular,this systematic empirical investigation has
identified two potent new variablesnot in the currentDOC list of leading indicators:the spread between interest rates on private and public
debt instruments of matched maturities and a measure of the slope of
the public debt yield curve.
The third set of observations concerns those variables that are excluded from the LEI.Although arguments can be made in favor of some
additional series, in general monthly measures of money and credit,
employment, consumption, inventories, investment, and the stock market have little marginalpredictive content for the coincident index. This
is of additionalinterest in light of the emphasis placed on these series by
modern macroeconomictheory.
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Comment
CHRISSIMS

Textbook classical statistical theory assumes that we begin an inference
with a model known exactly except for the values of a few parameters,
about which nothing is known. Most classical time series statistical
theory is convenient only in "large samples." However, when we set out
to forecast macroeconomic time series we find instead that economic
theory gives us at best imprecise knowledge of the appropriate model.
There are many time series available with plausible connections to the
ones we would like to forecast, and the result is so many unknown
parameters in any honest model that there are not enough data to determine parameter values well. Samples are not "large," in other words,
relative to the level of our ignorance. And it seems apparent that on top
of all these difficulties, the stochastic structure of the economy changes
over time, not just (or even mainly) because of changes in economic
policy, but because of shifts in population, technology, tastes, and resource availability.
In practice, those who forecast regularly understand that textbook
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statistical theory is therefore only peripherally useful in macroeconomic
forecasting. Though the large commercial forecasting models were originally inspired by the elegant simultaneous equations model of statistical
textbooks, most of them have come to pay no attention to that theory.
They are used largely as deterministic systems of equations and estimated largely by ordinary least squares. When they are used for serious
forecasting, they are regularly adjusted by ad hoc judgmental procedures to make their results more reasonable. And of course the Department of Commerce (DOC) leading indicators approach makes no pretense of using any probabilistic modeling in arriving at a predictive
index.
Both the standard large-model approach and the DOC approach are
useful in bringing data to bear on the forecasting problem, but their
heavy use of unreproducible judgmental methods is a drawback. If more
systematic and explicit methods could be used, it would be easier to train
people to be good forecasters, easier to assess whether and why a model
was producing good forecasts, and easier to connect forecasting with
analysis of the structure of the economy.
It has recently become practical to use time series models with
stochastically time-varying coefficients. It is also possible, as shown over
some years now by myself, Tom Doan, Robert Litterman, and others, to
work with densely parameterized time series models-models in which
the number of unknown coefficients is closer to an honest reflection of
our ignorance than in the usual "parsimonious" model appropriate with
textbook methods.1 The idea of this approach is that an explicit Bayesian
prior pulls the parameters toward sensible a priori guesses, except to the
degree that the data pull them elsewhere. This avoids the problem
which otherwise occurs in nonparsimonious models, that ill-determined
parameters take on wildly unreasonable values which produce bad forecasts. It also generates a probability model in which our uncertainty
about which variables belong in the model, with what lags, is at least
partly explicit in the probability structure.
It is therefore disappointing that this paper uses a model without
time-varying coefficients, without Bayesian methods, and therefore
emerges with what can only be characterized as an unbelievable probability model. It is no more unbelievable than a standard large macroeconomic simultaneous equations model, which also has nonvarying
coefficients and a judgmentally restricted parameterization; the opportunity to do better is there and was not taken up.
1. See, e.g., "Forecasting and Conditional Projection Using Realistic Prior Distributions."
T. Doan, R. Litterman, and C. Sims, EconometricReviews 3, 1984.
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The process of reducing the number of variables has been, apparently,
partially formalized, so that it could be simulated on random data to
assess its tendency to produce overfitting. This raises the possibility, not
explored in this paper, of obtaining realistic estimates of the model's
forecast error distribution by recursively re-estimating (incorporating the
variable selection process as part of the re-estimate) the model through
the sample period. One of the main appeals of explicit Bayesian methods
is that they make this form of model validation easy. Here, the variable
selection process is probably too time-consuming to be repeated monthly,
but surely annually or at least every few years it will in practice be repeated. How would the model, including the implicit model underlying
the variable selection, have performed if it had been applied year by year
through, say, 1971-88? Showing that it works well would go a long way to
answering the argument that the procedure yields an overparsimonious
structure which does not take account of parameter drift. Also, in implementing such a test, the modelers would have to be explicit about how
often or under what conditions the variable list and/or model structure is
to be reassessed in practice. The forecasting procedure is not really complete until these aspects of it have been made explicit.
Winnowing the variable list for the new leading index, until it is
shorter than the list in the DOC index, leaves seven variables as the
foundation for the new index. Three of these are functions of interest
rates. It is undoubtedly true that interest rates are valuable for forecasting: the DOC index is probably mistaken to include no interest rates at
all. But interest rates, and especially the public-private spread variable
which (as can be seen from Figure 5) dominates the new leading index,
have been unusually volatile in the last two decades. A bivariate VAR fit
to real GNP and the spread between the six-month commercial paper
rate and the three-month Treasury bill rate (my data source, perhaps like
that used by Stock and Watson, has six-month Treasury bill rates only
back through 1959) shows the public-private spread significant, with
marginal significance level .002, for the 1969-88 sample period in the
GNP equation, but insignificant, with a marginal significance level of
.14, for the 1950-67 sample period. Furthermore, the behavioral interpretation of the predictive power of the public-private spread is problematical. The straightforward reason why such a spread might exist is the
presence of default risk on private securities. But the spread, which
often has approached or exceeded one percentage point, seems out of
proportion to the actual risk of default on these securities. (Bank loan
losses, on all types of bank loans, remained under one percent throughout the Seventies and early Eighties, and even prime bank loans earn
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interest substantially exceeding the commercial paper rate.) The explanation for the size of the spread probably has to do with costs of screening
credit risk. Our models of this kind of cost are still rudimentary, however, and in any case a spread from this source would probably be
sensitive to the structure of the banking industry.
Is it wise to rely so heavily on a predictive relation that we only
partially understand and that appears to be important mainly in the last
20 years? Presumably if interest rates started behaving very differently,
the model would be respecified or adjusted; then the criteria for making
such adjustments should be more explicit, if we are to have much improvement over the current judgmental DOC procedures in this respect.
In summary, this paper has produced interesting results, especially in
reconfirming that interest rates are important forecasting variables and
demonstrating that their predictive power is not entirely captured in
some single representative rate. By constructing a leading index which is
explicitly a forecast of something, it makes a risky, but scientifically
valuable, advance over the current DOC methodology. In relying on a
probability model which is not nearly a believable characterization of the
main sources of forecast uncertainty, it has foregone an opportunity for a
more important improvement on existing DOC indicator methodology.
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econometric methods to the problems of interpreting and evaluating the
leading and confirming economic indicators as well as the corresponding
composite indexes.
Work on the indicators has in the past added much to our understand-
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ing of "what happens during business cycles." It will continue to do so.
Stock and Watson (henceforth S-W) are engaged in an ambitious project
which promises to make an important contribution to this line of research.
The paper under review lists 40 references, including 17 relating directly to the indicators and dating mostly from the last decade; several
more could be added. Many of these papers provide tests of leading
indicator forecasts of business cycle peaks and troughs and/or aggregate
time series such as real GNP, industrial production, and the index of
coincident indicators. The results vary, but most are on balance positive
in finding that the Commerce leading index has net predictive value.
(See Auerbach 1982; Diebold and Rudebusch 1987; Koch and Raasche
1988; Moore 1983, ch. 25; Neftci 1982; Vaccara and Zarnowitz 1978;
Zarnowitz and Moore 1982; Zarnowitz and Braun 1989.) As demonstrated below, the S-W paper does not include adequate tests of the
present Commerce index against alternatives such as its own composite
of newly selected leading indicators.
The authors proceed by recasting and reinterpreting the index of coincident indicators (CEI). They then present two new and conceptually
different forecasting tools. One is called an index of leading economic
indicators (LEI) but is really a forecast of the six-month annual percentage change of their CEI. The other, called the recession index, is an
estimate of the probability that the U.S. economy will be in a recession
six months hence. It is based on the same information as that contained
in the CEI and LEI indexes. A recession is defined by a complicated and
only sketchily explained formula, which requires a negative growth in
the CEI for at least six months.

Indicators
Coincident
The S-W CEI index is based on seasonally adjusted, monthly data for the
index of industrial production, real personal income less transfer payments, real manufacturing and trade sales, and employee-hours in nonagricultural establishments. These are the same series as those included
in the Department of Commerce CEI, except for one rather minor difference: the DOC index uses numbers of employees on non-farm payrolls.
The new S-W index has slightly smaller cyclical amplitudes and less of a
long upward trend than the DOC CEI index, but otherwise the two
series are similar. (See Figure 4(a) in their paper.) S-W offer a novel
interpretation of the CEI (Ct) as the "unobserved state of the economy"
estimated by a single-index model. In this model, the co-movements of
the four component coincident indicators arise solely from ACt. S-W
believe that this construction will supplement the old intuitive definition
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of business or "reference" cycles in Burns and Mitchell (1946) and provide
the "precise mathematical content" that the definition lacks (p. 352).
Formal interpretations such as this one can certainly be useful, but
they are not unique or demonstrably correct, and may be misleading. SW are right to stress that the single index specification does not imply
that business cycles have a single common cause. Indeed, there is much
historical and recent evidence that the sources of fluctuations in the real
variables underlying the CEI are multiple and perhaps varying considerably over time in relative importance (for summaries, see Haberler 1964
and Zarnowitz 1985).
The S-W CEI index derives much of its strength from the fact that it is
empirically close to being a monthly replica of quarterly real GNP, and so
does the DOC CEI (see Figure 4(b)). Neither CEI is sufficiently representative nor reliable to be an adequate proxy for the Burns and Mitchell's
concept of "aggregate economic activity." Thus the NBER Business Cycle
Dating Committee is likely, for good reasons, to continue monitoring a
number of monthly and quarterly time series on output, employment,
income, and trade rather than concentrate on the new CEI alone. Here
(as elsewhere) mathematical precision is no substitute for careful inference and judgment. However, these cautions do not detract from our
basically positive assessment of the S-W work on the coincident index,
which is methodologically of substantive interest.

On SelectingLeadingIndicators:
SearchandPriorBeliefs
S-W conducted a massive search to select the components of their LEI.
They started with 280 series, reduced the pool quickly to 55 based on
univariate tests, and ended up with seven based on multivariate tests. A
search of this magnitude, directed specifically to the narrow goal of
finding the best indicators for predicting six-month growth rate in the SW CEI, can be expected to do two things. First, it should go far to
accomplish its objective. Second, it will exhaust an unknown but very
large number of the available degrees of freedom.
Consequently, a good fit to the sample period chosen must be expected; S-W select their LEI components by examining the data for 196088, i.e., the total period covered. They do not, however, have any tests
of how well their index would perform outside this sample period.1 In
sum, there is much room for doubt on whether the selected indicators
1. All statistics reported by S-W are for 1960-88, except for the root mean square errors in
Table 3, column 4, which refer to the sub-period 1979:10-1988:4. But these are not true
"out-of-sample" comparisons because of the overlap with the total sample period used
in the S-W LEI index construction.
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would work with the desired consistency and adequacy for different
sample and forecast periods.
Regardless of the extent of the search, any reasonable selection process is inevitably guided by some prior beliefs and judgments based on
theory. In this case, to quote, "An important consideration in developing
the list was to include the series that have expectational components,
that would (under some economic theory) respond rapidly to some
shocks in the economy, or that would reflect policy actions" (p. 365). The
earlier searches for leading indicators at the NBER and Commerce involved a systematic scoring of the evaluated series for "economic significance." That is, business cycle theories suggested paying special attention to variables associated with early stages of fixed capital investment,
changes in inventories, credit, monetary aggregates, and stock prices.
The idea that the construction of the leading index is pure measurement
without any theory is simply a myth.
In the description of the S-W selection procedure there is a reference
to the "desired number of variables" but no explanation how that number was derived. It would appear that the reasons to keep the number of
the component leading series small are compelling. The LEI is described
as being produced by an unobserved-components VAR system. The extent of the search, the limited length of the postwar series, and the many
lagged terms used all combine to reduce sharply the effective number of
degrees of freedom left.
The feedback effects from coincident to leading indicators get little
attention in the construction of the S-W LEI, which can therefore be said
to incorporate few interactive features of a vector autoregression (VAR)
model.2 The presumed reason is that earlier experiments suggested to SW that such effects are weak. This is consistent with the results of our
own work (Zarnowitz and Braun 1989), which finds real GNP to be
strongly influenced by the DOC LEI, but not the other way around, in a
six-variable VAR-type model, with money, inflation interest rates, and
the Blanchard fiscal index.3 However, it is also clear that in general the
component leading series are endogenous variables in any comprehensive model of the economy.
The S-W selection of their LEI components represents a serious challenge to all those whose priors are influenced by long experience with
2. ACt (where C, is the S-W CEI) is regressed on a constant, ACt_i, and Xt, where X, is a
vector of components of the new LEI; i = 1, ...,
4, and j = 1, . . . ,3 or 6. Xt is modeled
as a VAR(1).
3. We worked with equations that included up to six stationary variables, constant terms,
and time trends. Each of the quarterly series used was taken with four (experimentally,
also eight) lags.
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earlier NBER and Commerce indexes of leading indicators. We are asked
to believe that none of the comprehensive series on inventory investment, money and credit aggregates, and stock prices belong in the leading
index. Of those series representative of business investment commitments, only the rate of growth in unfilled orders of durable-goods manufacturers makes the grade. The components of the DOC LEI have been
chosen as those candidates from the different "economic process" groups
(e.g., consumption, investment, money, credit, etc.) that perform best on
cyclical conformity or coherence, consistency of leads at business cycles
turns, and several other criteria (including timely release and measurement error as revealed by revisions). A series such as the nominal exchange rate, with a short and poor record of cyclical conformity and
timing, would never pass these selection criteria.
S-W offer a general description of their elaborate selection procedure
(p. 365) but without much of the underlying evidence and specific explanation (no doubt partly because of limitations on the length of the
printed paper). Hence, we asked them for some of the information and
received prompt and most helpful cooperation. The material which the
authors kindly supplied enabled us to make some additional comparisons and tests.

AdditionalTests
Table 3 in the S-W paper presents summary statistics for the effects of
including individually each of 20 additional variables in the new LEI; six
of these series are drawn from the 11 components of the Commerce
leading index. We extended this table to cover all ten variables in the
DOC index that are different from those in the S-W LEI (housing permits
are included in both indexes), and did it using the proper form for each
variable (e.g., the series on the average week unemployment insurance
claims should be inverted, as in the DOC index). The results are shown
in Table 1C and Table 3C.4
The first column of Table 1C shows the p-values for the F-tests of the
restriction that the coefficients on six lags of the additional leading variables are all zero in a regression of the one-month growth in S-W CEI on
the base set of the S-W LEI and four lags of the dependent variable. Only
three DOC candidates pass this test at the 5% level (vendor performance, sensitive materials prices, and change in business and consumer
credit). When 12 lags are used, only the vendor performance has a very
4. In the limited time available, we could not replicate the unobserved components, modified VAR estimation procedure of S-W, and used instead simple regressions of Ct on the
variables in the S-W base model. We also adjusted the S-W series so as not to incorporate
the most recently available data.
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low p-value. For five variables (those with the lowest p-values in column
1, plus the change in inventories), the R2numbers show (generally modest) improvements (see columns 3 and 4).
Next we essentially reversed S-W's Table 3. Instead of adding assorted
components to the S-W base model, as S-W do, we added each of the
individual leading S-W components to the DOC base model (see Tables
2C and 4C). Table 2C shows the resulting p-values. Based on the S-W
selection procedure, our priors are that all of the S-W components
Table 1C EFFECTSOF INCLUDING ADDITIONAL VARIABLESIN THE S-W
LEI: SUMMARY STATISTICS
p-value
R2

1960:3-1988:4

Model and CandidateVariables

6-lags

12-lags

(1)

(2)

.778

R2

1960:31988:4
(3)
.652

(4)
.622

.782

.657

.612

.966

.614

.659

.614

.331

.333

.664

.620

.093
.762

.116
.641

.682
.663

.640
.619

.912

.490

.676

.634

.001

.002

.678

.636

.024
.262
.026

.088
.444
.105

.700
.662
.707

.661
.618
.668

S-W base model

-

S-W base modelplus additional DOE LEI variables

Aver. wkly. hours of work, mfg.
(DLPHRM)
Aver. wkly. unempl. insur. claims, inverted
(ILUINC)
Mfrs. new orders, 82$, cons. goods & mtls.
(DMOCM82)
S&P500 stock price index (DFSPCOM)
Contracts& orders for plant & eqpt., 82$
(DMPCON8)
Change in mfg. & trade inventories on
hand & on order (IVMUT8)
Vendor performance,%of cos. receiving
slower deliveries (IVPAC)
Change in sensitive mat'ls. prices (PSM99S)
Money supply M2, 1982$(DFM2D82)
Change in bus. & cons. credit outst.
(FCBCUC)

NOTE: Columns (1) and (2) present p-values for the F-tests of the hypothesis that the coefficients on the
DOC candidate variable are all zero in an OLS regression of the one-month growth rate in the S-W
coincident index on the base set of S-W LEI components, four lags of the dependent variable, and 6 and
12 lags, respectively, of the candidate variable. The DOC base model includes the ten series listed in the
table, plus housing permits which are also contained in the S-W LEI. Columns (3) and (4) show the R2
and R2, respectively, within the total sample period, using regressions of (Ct+61t+6- Ctlt)on the S-W
base model plus 12 lags of the candidate variable.
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should have small p-values and therefore we need to use a low critical
value in evaluating these tests. If we use a 1% critical value, then only
part-time work due to slack and the risk premium are significant with
six-lags and only the risk premium is significant with 12 lags. None of
the S-W candidate variables increase the adjusted R2.
Comparing Tables 1C and 2C we see that, for the most part, the
addition of the S-W variables to the DOC index produces lower p-values
than when the DOC variables are added to the S-W base model. It is
difficult, however, to interpret this comparison. A better procedure is to
consider out-of-sample forecast performance. The authors choose the
root-mean-square-error criterion and apply it to estimates for 1979:10Table2C EFFECTSOF INCLUDINGADDITIONALVARIABLES
IN THE
DOC LEI:SUMMARYSTATISTICS
p-value
1960:3-1988:4

R2

R2

1960:3-

ModelandCandidateVariables

1988:4

6-lags

12-lags

(1)

(2)

(3)
.601

(4)
.535

Mfrs. unfilled orders, dur. goods in-

.643

.036

.633

.553

Trade-weightednominal exchange
rate (EXNWT2S)
Part-timework due to slack, non-agri.
indus. (LHNAPSS)
Yield on 10-yr.Treasurybonds
(FYGT10S)

.911

.328

.630

.550

.004

.039

.636

.557

.088

.113

.657

.582

6-mo. corp. paper rate-6 mo. T-bill

.000

.000

.716

.655

.736

.886

.631

.551

DOC base model

BasemodelplusadditionalS-WLEIvariables
dus. (MDU82S)

rate, spread (CP6-GM6)
Yield on 10-yr.T-bond-yield on 1-yr.
T-bond, spread (G10-G1)

NOTE:Columns(1) and (2) presentp-valuesforthe F-testsof the hypothesisthatthe coefficientson the
S-W candidatevariableare all zero in an OLS regressionof the one-month growth rate of the S-W
coincidentindex on the base set of DOC LEIcomponents, four lags of the dependent variable,and 6
and 12 lags, respectively,of the candidatevariable.The DOCbase model uses six-monthlags for five
series(stockpriceindex;realnew ordersforconsumergoods and materials;realcontractsand ordersfor
plantand equipment;housing permits;money supply M2 in constantdollars)and three-monthlags for
six series (averagework week; unemploymentinsuranceclaims;vendor performance;changein sensitive materialsprices;change in business and consumercreditoutstanding;change in mfg. and trade
inventorieson hand and on order).Formoredetailon these series, see note to Table2. Columns(3)and
(4) show the R2and R2, respectively, obtained within the total sample period, using regressionsof
- Ctt) on the DOC base model plus 12 lags of the candidate variable.
(Ct+61t+6)
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Table3C ALTERNATIVE
FORECASTHORIZONSFORTHES-W CEIAND
IN THE
THEEFFECTSOF INCLUDINGADDITIONALVARIABLES
S-W LEION FORECASTPERFORMANCE
RootMeanSquareError
Dependent Variable

ForecastPeriod

Modelandcandidatevariables
S-Wbase model
Basemodelplus 12 lagsof
additionalDOCLEIvariables
Aver. wkly. hours of work, mfg.
(DLPHRM)
Aver. wkly. unempl. insur. claims,
inverted (ILUINC)
Mfrs. new orders, 82$, cons. goods
& mtls. (DMOCM82)
S&P500 stock price index
DFSPCOM)
Contracts& orders for plant &
eqpt., 82$ (DMPCON8)
Change in mfg. & trade inventories
on hand & on order (IVMUT8)
Vendor performance,%of cos. receiving slower deliveries (IVPAC)
Change in sensitive mat'ls. prices
(PSM99S)
Money supply M2, 1982$
(DFM2D82)
Change in bus. & cons. credit outst.
(FCBCUC)

Ct+31t+3-Ctlt

79:10-88:4

Ct+6+6-Ctt

79:10-88:4

Ct+9t+9-Ctlt

79:10-88:1

(1)

(2)

(3)

4.40

3.66

3.79

4.49

3.79

3.80

4.55

3.76

3.78

4.99

4.23

4.13

4.66

3.62

4.01

4.34

3.82

3.99

5.37

4.33

4.13

4.16

3.80

3.94

4.44

3.61

3.97

4.99

3.87

3.75

5.06

3.71

3.72

Note: See Table 1C for description of the S-W base model.

1988:4, which they treat as a forecast period. This procedure is flawed, as
noted above (see note 1 and text), but we adopt it for comparability.5 We
extend the S-W tests to consider the forecast performance of not just the
six-month annualized growth rate, but also the three-month and
5. WefollowS-Win calculatingthe RMSEoverthe wholesamplebecauseof timeconshorthorizon
straints.It is obviouslymoreappropriate,
however,to use accumulated
forecaststo makecomparisons.
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nine-month annualized growth rates. These results are presented in
Tables 3C and 4C.
From Table 3C it can be seen that adding any of the DOC LEI component series to the S-W base model does not improve forecast performance when we are predicting six or nine-month growth rates. For
three-month growth rates the performance is improved in the single
case of the vendor performance series. Of the S-W components (Table
4C), only part-time work due to slack and the risk premium improve
measurably the RMSE when added to the DOC base model for forecasting six-month growth rates. The yield spread is the only variable that
somewhat improves the RMSE for three-month growth rates. None of
the S-W variables help improve the RMSE over the DOC base model for
the nine-month growth rates.
Since several of the S-W components perform poorly when added to
Table4C ALTERNATIVE
HORIZONSFORTHES-W CEI
FORECASTING
AND THEEFFECTSOF INCLUDINGADDITIONALVARIABLES
IN DOC LEION FORECASTPERFORMANCE
RootMeanSquareError
Dependent Variable
ForecastPeriod

Ct+3t+3-C

tt
Ct+6t+6

-Ctlt

79:10-88:4

79:10-88:4

79:10-88:1

(1)

(2)

(3)

4.51

4.16

4.00

Mfrs. unfilled orders, dur. goods in-

5.03

4.55

4.20

Trade-weightednominal exchange
rate (EXNWT2S)
Part-timework due to slack, nonag.
indus. (LHNAPSS)
Yield on 10-yr.Treasurybonds
(FYGT10S)

6.54

5.93

4.88

4.48

3.99

4.03

5.34

4.27

3.93

4.33

3.78

3.99

5.14

4.65

4.55

Modelandcandidatevariables
DOC base model
S-Wbasemodelplus 12 lagsof
additionalS-WLEIvariables
dus. (MDU82S)

6-mo. corp. paper rate-6 mo. T-bill
rate, spread (CP6-GM6)
Yield on 10-yr. T-bond-yield on 1yr. T-bond, spread (G10-G1)

Note:See Table2C for descriptionof the DOCbase model.
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the DOC base set, one would wish to exclude them when trying to
improve the DOC LEI. This is analogous to what S-W conclude with
reference to the inclusion of candidate DOC base variables in their LEI.
However, the comparison of the R2 and RMSE statistics for the alternative base models suggests that, taken as a whole, the S-W LEI performs
better than the DOC LEI over the periods considered.
The same conclusion emerges from an attempt to compare how well
the two LEIs perform in forecasting real GNP growth. We produced onestep ahead forecasts of real GNP from a naive AR(3) model, updating the
parameter estimates every period, and calculated the RMSE over the
period 1979:3 through 1988:1. The RMSE for the naive model was .00997.
When we added three lags of the S-W LEI, the RMSE fell to .00863.
When we alternatively added three lags of growth rates of the DOC LEI
to the naive model, the RMSE only fell to .00935. These results again
indicate that the S-W base model taken as a set performs well compared
to the DOC LEI.
When the sample period is extended back, from 1960-79 to 1948-79,
the RMSE for real growth 1979-88 forecasts from the AR(3) model declines 1.2% to .00985, while the RMSE for the corresponding forecasts
with DOC LEI declines 8.0% to .00917. (For lack of data, we could not
make a similar calculation for forecasts with S-W LEI.)

Remarks
Concluding
Our review of the S-W work and additional tests suggest the following
points:
1. The proposed LEI performs relatively well in forecasting the rate of
growth in real economic activity (represented either by CEI or GNP) over
the periods considered in this study. To some extent, this result reflects
the search and other procedures adopted by S-W, and hence, it could
well apply mainly to these periods. The S-W LEI is better as a set than
are its individual components, but the same can be said of the DOC LEI.
2. Comparisons of the two LEI's are difficult because their objectives and
construction are substantively different. When the S-W goal, rates, and
time frame are adopted, the S-W LEI gives better results, which may not
be surprising and is certainly not conclusive. The DOC LEI has a more
comprehensive coverage based on a much longer historical experience.
This could well prove an advantage over time inasmuch as the causes of
business cycles may vary. On the other hand, the DOC LEI may suffer
more from overfitting or redundancies over limited time periods.
3. To assess the predictive performance of the S-W LEI, out-of-sample
measures are needed, which are now lacking because the index is con-
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structed from data for the entire period covered. The sample and forecast periods must be distinguished, and a sensitivity analysis using different breakdowns of the available data would be desirable. There are
indications that the DOC LEI predicts better in a model based on a
longer sample period. In any event, it would be well to extend the S-W
LEI back ten years as well, to cover the recessions of 1948-49, 1953-54,
and 1957-58.
4. Some components of the S-W LEI contribute much, others little when
added to the DOC LEI:compare, e.g., the strongly favorable evidence for
the risk premium (CP6-GM6) with the poor one for the yield spread (G10G1). The inclusion of the nominal exchange rate is particularly questionable. Similarly, there are also large differences in performance between
the components of DOC-LEI. It is possible that a combination of the best
series from both sets would result in significant improvements. This may
form a part of a promising research agenda for further study.
5. More components are smoothed in the S-W LEI than in the DOC LEI,
which may favor the former. Also, the incorporation of the most recent
information available for some of the S-W index components should be
on the average rewarding, and the same probably applies to the determination of the lag structures in this index. It would be possible to take
advantage of some of these innovations in the DOC LEI as well.
6. S-W have a specific target and focus on six-month growth in their CEI,
whereas the DOC LEI has been more flexibly designed and used. This is
a basic difference, which has important implications that deserve to be
studied.
7. Because of time limitations, we have not been able to examine the S-W
Recession Index, an ambitious project growing out of the important
work by Wecker and Diebold and Rudebusch. But it may be worth
noting that we would expect the Recession Index to share many of the
strengths and weaknesses of S-W LEI because of large elements of common coverage.
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Discussion
Watson stressed that the model appeared stable over different samples
and that since the equation was only approximate, the six month forecast is appropriate.
Bob Hall stated that this work is NBER-supported but is not an official
NBER publication. He also asked what predictive value should be assigned to the different variables in the LEI. Watson replied that the
corporate paper/T-bill spread is important but not completely dominant;
interest rates and exchange rates are less important. Hall asked what the
model currently forecasts. Watson responded that the coincident index
is projected to increase 2.6% in the next six months and the probability
of a recession in that period is .05; the probability of a recession in the
next year is .27.
Ben Friedman noted that monetary policy affects output only if the Tbill rate is used, not the commercial paper rate, as observed by Sims in
his monetary policy study. In recent periods, there is no liquidity difference between the two bills, but there is a default premium in the private
debt. This is a good economic indicator since defaults tend to occur
when the economy is in decline. As a result, the relationship above is
rational and furthermore, it is not surprising to find it currently rather
than in previous data.
Sims responded that it is unclear why defaults should be cyclical, but
Friedman stated that regardless of the real effects of defaults, their cyclicality is well-established.

